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ABSTRACT
A new iterative method for constructing the self-consistent phase equilibrium models
of stellar systems with a fixed mass density distribution is used for constructing the
Milky Way Galaxy disk model. In this method, we use the density distribution in
the Galaxy as input data. Here we used two Galactic density models (suggested by
Flynn, Sommer-Larsen & Christensen 1996; Dehnen & Binney 1998a). A few modifi-
cations of the iterative method were developed. One of the modifications (the Orbit.NB
approach) gives rather specific and probably non-physical models. Although such mod-
els are probably non-physical, the fact of such equilibrium phase models existence is
of interest. In order to construct the equilibrium stellar Galactic disk model, we used
another modification of the iterative method (the Nbody.NB approach). We show that
the phase models constructed using this approach are close to the equilibrium.
Key words: Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics
– methods: N-body simulations
1 INTRODUCTION
Constructing self-consistent equilibrium phase models of
galaxies is one of actual problems of galactic astronomy.
Such models are of interest from various points of view.
Firstly, a construction of realistic galactic models is impor-
tant for best understanding of dynamics of these objects.
Secondly, when studying galaxy evolution in frameworks of
gravitational N-body problem, one needs to define initial
equilibrium state of stellar system. Especially, this is impor-
tant when different instabilities are investigated.
In this paper, a problem of constructing equilibrium
stellar disk model in external rigid potential is considered.
In the case of spiral galaxy, an external potential is created
by all components of the galaxy besides stellar disk (bulge,
dark halo etc.). This paper is an intermediate step to so-
lution of more general problem of constructing equilibrium
multicomponent models of spiral galaxies.
One can suggest different approaches to solve this prob-
lem (see, e.g., a review in Rodionov & Sotnikova 2006, here-
after RS06).
The first approach is based on using Jeans equations
and calculation of equilibrium velocity distribution function
moments. For example, a method of constructing equilib-
rium disk models in this way was described by Hernquist
(1993). An advantage of this method is its relative simplic-
ity and possibility to construct a model that is more or less
close to equilibrium. It is applicable for stellar disk with
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arbitrary fixed density profile and any external potential.
However, this method has an essential drawback. The used
system of Jeans equations is not closed, so one needs to
introduce some additional condition for its closing. As a re-
sult, the constructed model is often far from an equilibrium,
at least when we used the closing condition suggested by
Hernquist (1993). A more detailed critical analysis of this
method was given in RS06.
The second approach is based on Jeans theorem, ac-
cording to which any function of motion integrals is a solu-
tion of stationary collisionless Boltzmann equation (see, e.g.,
Binney & Tremaine 1987), i.e. it is equilibrium distribution
function. However, there is one essential obstacle for appli-
cation of such approach to constructing three-dimensional
equilibrium model of stellar disk. Two integrals of motion
are well-known for axisymmetric models: E is energy and Lz
is angular momentum about the symmetry axis. However,
for the systems having phase density f(E, Lz), dispersions
of residual velocities in radial and vertical directions have
to be the same, that is in disagreement with observations
of spiral galaxies, in particular for solar neighborhood (see,
e.g., Dehnen & Binney 1998b). Axisymmetric models with
different velocity dispersions in radial and vertical directions
may be constructed if phase density depends on three inte-
grals of motion f(E, Lz, I3), where I3 is the third integral
of motion. However, an expression for the third integral is
unknown in general case. One can use the energy in vertical
oscillations as the third integral when the residual velocities
dispersion is much less than rotation velocity with respect to
the symmetry axis (cold thin disk). Thus, one can construct
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the models of approximately exponential stellar disks (see,
e.g., Kuijken & Dubinski 1995; Widrow & Dubinski 2005).
These authors describe also the procedure of phase density
constructing for multicomponent models of disk galaxies.
One more original method for phase galactic model con-
structing was developed by Schwarzschild (1979). In this
method, it is assumed that a total galactic potential is
known. One constructs a large number of orbits (library of
orbits) in this potential. Further, one constructs a model
consisting of the particles placed on these orbits in such a
way that the resulting model has an initial density profile.
Let’s note that this approach is somewhat similar to our
Orbit.NB method that will be described below.
In this paper, we use a new iterative method to con-
struct equilibrium phase model of stellar Galactic disk.
This method was developed in RS06. Iteration procedure
is intended to construct equilibrium phase models having
a fixed density profile. Here we continue to develop this
approach and consider a few its modifications. Our pur-
pose is constructing realistic models of the Milky Way
Galaxy disk. As an initial data, we use the density dis-
tribution in the Galaxy. A number of density models for
the Milky Way Galaxy were constructed. We use only two
of them (see Flynn, Sommer-Larsen & Christensen 1996;
Dehnen & Binney 1998a).
The density models used are described in Section 2.
The iteration procedure and its modifications are presented
in Section 3. Some specific models constructed by one ver-
sion of iteration method are described in Section 4. These
models are probably non-physical, however the fact of their
existence is of interest. The constructed models of Galactic
disk are given in Section 5. The results are summarized in
Section 6.
2 GALACTIC DENSITY MODELS
One can find many Galactic density models in
the literature. We have chosen two of them
(see Flynn, Sommer-Larsen & Christensen 1996;
Dehnen & Binney 1998a). Let’s note that Dehnen & Binney
(1998a) have presented a whole family of density models.
We have chosen then model 2 from this paper. Both models
under consideration are axisymmetric.
Let’s briefly outline the models used.
2.1 Model of
Flynn, Sommer-Larsen & Christensen (1996)
This model contains three main components: dark halo, cen-
tral component, and disk. For the dark halo the authors used





2 + r2H) , (1)
where VH and rH are the halo parameters (circular velocity
at large r and halo length scale), R is cylindrical radius,
r =
√
R2 + z2 is spherical radius.
Central component consists of two spherical subsys-
tems. The first one represents bulge+stellar halo, the sec-
ond one is an inner core of the Galaxy. Each component is
approximated by Plummer sphere (see Binney & Tremaine
1987, p. 42–43). The expression for a whole potential of the
central component has the form







where G is the gravity constant, MC1 and rC1 are the mass
and length scale for the first subsystem; MC2 and rC2 are
the same parameters of the second one.
Disk in this model is the superposition of three
Miyamoto & Nagai (1975) disks. The whole disk potential
has the form








Here b is the disk height scale (it is the same for all three
components), parameters an are the disk length scales, the
values MDn are the masses of the disk components.
Flynn, Sommer-Larsen & Christensen (1996) have sug-
gested the following values for the above parameters:
rH = 8.5 kpc, VH = 210 km s
−1,
rC1 = 2.7 kpc, MC1 = 3.0 · 109 M⊙,
rC2 = 0.42 kpc, MC2 = 1.6 · 1010 M⊙,
b = 0.3 kpc,
MD1 = 6.6 · 1010 M⊙, a1 = 5.81 kpc,
MD2 = −2.9 · 1010 M⊙, a2 = 17.43 kpc,
MD3 = 3.3 · 109 M⊙, a3 = 34.86 kpc.
Table 1 in Flynn, Sommer-Larsen & Christensen (1996)
contains a small misprint: instead VH = 220 kms
−1 should
be VH = 210 km s
−1 (Flynn 2006). Let’s note that one of the
disk components (n = 2) has a negative density, however the
total density in the disk is positive. So the model is physical.
At large range of R, the disk density profile is approximately
exponential with the length scale about 4 kpc. Possibly, this
is an overestimated value (Flynn 2006). Hereafter we shall
address this model as FSLC. Fig. 1 shows the dependences
of cumulative masses M(r) and circular velocity curves for
the whole FSLC model, for all components without the disk,
and for the disk only.
2.2 Model of Dehnen & Binney (1998a)
In addition to the FSLC model, we consider one model of
the family suggested by Dehnen & Binney (1998a). Every
model of this family consists of five components. There are
three disk components (interstellar medium (ISM), thin stel-
lar disk, and thick stellar disk) and two spheroidal compo-
nents (dark halo and bulge).















Here Σd is central surface density of the component, param-
eters Rd and zd give length and height scales of the com-
ponent, introducing of parameter Rm gives a possibility of
central density depression existence.
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Figure 1. Dependences of cumulative masses on radius (left panels) and circular velocity curves (right panels) for different components
in the used density models (FSLC and DB2). Here the cumulative mass M(r) is the mass inside the sphere of radius r. Solid lines show
the dependences for a whole model, long-dashed lines correspond to a whole model without disk, short-dashed lines correspond to the
stellar disk only. We use the only thin stellar disk in DB2 model as the stellar disk.
Table 1. Parameters for three disk components in the
DB2 model.
comp. Σd, M⊙ pc
−2 Rd, kpc Rm, kpc zd, kpc
thin disk 1022 2.4 0 0.18
thick disk 73.03 2.4 0 1




R2 + q−2z2. (6)
Here ρ0, r0, γ, β, q, rt are the parameters of spheroidal
components.
We use the model 2 from this paper, hereafter
DB2 model. This choice is rather arbitrary. We do not con-
sider other models from this paper, because a comparison of
a bulk of Galactic models is out of our paper goals. Parame-
ters of DB2 model are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The details
of this model constructing are given in Dehnen & Binney
(1998a).
Here we construct an equilibrium N-body model of stel-
lar Galactic disk. As the stellar disk, we take the only thin
stellar disk from the DB2 model. A construction of two-
component stellar disk in this model will be a subject of our
future investigations.
Table 2. Parameters for two spheroidal components in the
DB2 model.
comp. ρ0, M⊙ pc−3 r0, kpc γ β q rt, kpc
bulge 0.7561 1 1.8 1.8 0.6 1.9
halo 1.263 1.090 -2 2.207 0.8 ∞
In addition to the density, we need to calculate the po-
tentials of different components in DB2 model. The poten-
tials were numerically calculated using the code GalPot by
Walter Dehnen. A method of potential determination is de-
scribed in (Dehnen & Binney 1998a). The code was taken
from NEMO package (http://astro.udm.edu/nemo; Teuben
1995).
The cumulative mass profile M(r) and circular velocity
curve for DB2 model are shown in Fig. 1 for a whole model,
for all components besides thin stellar disk, and for the thin
stellar disk only.
Fig. 1 shows that the FSLC and DB2 models are rather
different. The FSLC model has more massive and concen-
trated bulge with respect to DB2 model. In particular, this
massive bulge is a reason of the central peak in rotation
curve for FSLC model. Also the relative disk contribution
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in the whole mass and circular velocity curve for inner model
parts (R ≤ 8 kpc) is sufficiently higher in DB2 model with
respect to FSLC model.
3 ITERATIVE METHOD FOR EQUILIBRIUM
MODELS CONSTRUCTING
3.1 Basic Idea of Iterative Method
Iterative method is intended for constructing the N-body
models close to the equilibrium and having a fixed density
distribution (see RS06 for details). The basic idea of this
approach is following. At the first stage, the model is con-
structed by any approximated method. Further, one gives
a possibility for model to tune to an equilibrium state, but
the density distribution is “held”. Some parameters of ve-
locity distribution could be also fixed, if it is necessary. This
is achieved by the following way.
The general algorithm of the iterative method:
(1) A more or less close to equilibrium model having a
given density profile is constructed by any approximated
method1.
(2) The model is evolved during a short time interval.
(3) The model is constructed with the same velocity dis-
tribution as in the evolved model, but its density distribution
is the same as initial density profile. Let’s note that if there
are some limits on velocity distribution, this distribution
should be corrected taking into account these restrictions
(see a discussion below).
(4) One returns to the item 2. The iterations are stopped
when the velocity distribution ceases to change.
As a result, one obtains the N-body model close to the equi-
librium which has a fixed density profile (see RS06 and our
results below for details).
We can discuss an iterative approach in more general
manner. When it is needed to find an equilibrium state of
arbitrary dynamical system, but so that this state would
have some necessary properties (in the case under study,
dynamical system is a set of gravitating points and neces-
sary property is the density profile), one can simply give a
possibility for the system itself to tune to the equilibrium
state, holding the necessary parameters.
The idea of our iterative method is rather simple. Its
realization in practice is more complicated. The main dif-
ficulty is the third stage, when one needs to construct a
model with the same velocity distribution as the evolved
model from previous iteration step.
Below we discuss an application of the iterative proce-
dure to the problem of constructing the stellar Galactic disk
equilibrium model.
1 In fact, it is not necessary that an initial model would be close
to equilibrium. E.g., one can take a cold model with zero velocities
as initial approximation.
3.2 Realization of Iterative Method in
Application to Problem of Constructing
Stellar Galactic Disk Equilibrium Models
3.2.1 Family of Equilibrium Models
Our task is to construct the stellar Galactic disk equilibrium
model. We consider all Galaxy components as axisymmetric.
Therefore we can formulate our task by the following way.
One needs to construct an equilibriumN-body model of stel-
lar disk with a fixed density distribution ρdisk(R, z) which is
embedded in the rigid external potential Φext(R, z), where
Φext(R, z) is created by all Galactic components, except the
stellar disk (basic those are dark halo and bulge).
One can expect that at least one-parameter fam-
ily of equilibrium models would exist when the functions
ρdisk(R, z) and Φext(R, z) are fixed. The parameter of this
family would be a fraction of kinetic energy contained in
residual motions.
A reason of this family existence is the following one.
It is possible to show that if ρdisk(R, z) and Φext(R, z) are
fixed then for all equilibrium disks the whole kinetic en-
ergy should be the same. This is a direct consequence from
the virial theorem. However, this kinetic energy may be dis-
tributed between regular rotation and residual velocities in
different manner. The cold equilibrium models may exist
where a larger fraction of kinetic energy is confined in regu-
lar rotation (a limit case is the model with circular orbits).
However, the hot equilibrium models may also exist where
a high fraction of kinetic energy is confined in residual mo-
tions.
In RS06, the authors have shown that for exponential
disk one-parameter family of models can be constructed by
iterative method for the fixed ρdisk(R, z) and Φext(R, z). If
one starts the iterations from different initial states then
one constructs different models, however all those form a
one-parameter family. As it was expected, the parameter
is the fraction of residual motions kinetic energy. In order
to obtain a model having a fixed this parameter (i.e. the
definite model from this one-parameter family), one can use
the method suggested in RS06. We fix just this fraction of
kinetic energy during iterative process. In principle, we could
fix any value characterizing the “heat” degree of the disk.
The authors of RS06 suggest to use as this parameter the






where mi, vϕi, Ri are the mass, azimuthal velocity, and
cylindrical radius of the i-th particle.
We have fixed the value of Lz at each iteration step.
When we have constructed a new model (that has the same
velocity distribution as the slightly evolved model from the
previous iteration step), we have corrected the azimuthal ve-
locities so that the whole angular momentum of the system
was the same as the fixed value of Lz. This was made by the
following way. Let Lz be this fixed angular momentum, L
′
z
be the current value of angular momentum. New azimuthal
velocities of particles were prescribed as follows








where v′ϕi is the current value of the i-th particle azimuthal
velocity, vϕi is the corrected i-th particle azimuthal velocity.
Let’s note that using the iterative method with fixed
Lz, one can construct the colder models with respect to the
ones without Lz fixing (because the cold stellar disk tends
to the heating). Stellar disk of the Galaxy is just extremely
cold. Thus it is difficult to construct a cold model of Galactic
disk without fixing Lz. So we fix Lz in all our models.
3.2.2 Different Variants of Velocity Distribution
“Transfer”
For the beginning, let’s discuss a core of the iterative
method, namely an algorithm to transfer the velocity dis-
tribution (item 3 in iterative procedure).
The transfer problem is as follows. We have an “old”
model. This is a shortly evolved model from the previous
iteration step which we would like to copy a velocity distri-
bution from. Also we have a “new” model that is constructed
according to the fixed density distribution. We have to give
the velocities to the particles in the new model using the
velocity distribution in the old model. How do we do this?
In RS06, the authors used an algorithm of velocity dis-
tribution “transfer” which is based on assuming that the
particles have a truncated Schwarzschild velocity distribu-
tion. Let’s describe this approach briefly. We take a disk
model (old model) which we are going to “copy” the veloc-
ity distribution from. The model is divided along the axis R
into the regions (concentric cylindrical tubes). For each re-
gion, we calculated four velocity distribution moments (v¯ϕ,
σR, σϕ, σz — mean azimuthal velocity and three disper-
sions of residual velocities along the directions R, ϕ, and
z). These moments are used for velocity choice in the new
model. Also we assume that the velocity distribution is the
Schwarzschild one, but without the particles which can eject
out of the disk (see RS06 for details).
In this paper, we slightly modified this scheme of ve-
locity transfer. The model is divided into the regions not
only along the axis R, but also along the axis z. The regions
have been chosen in such a way that all those contain similar
numbers of particles.
However, this method of velocity distribution transfer
has two drawbacks (even in modified form). Firstly, one
makes an a priori assumption that the velocity distribution
is the Schwarzschild one. Secondly (this is more essential),
one cannot use this method to the systems of other geometry
(e.g., triaxial elliptical galaxies).
We have developed another method of velocity distri-
bution transfer. We believe that it is more general and more
simple method. The basic idea of this new method is as fol-
lows. We prescribe to the new model particles the velocities
of such particles from the old model which are the nearest
ones to these new model particles.
The simplest (however, not quite successful, as we show
below) realization of this idea is evident. One can prescribe
to each particle in the new model the velocity of the nearest
particle from the old model. Let’s formulate this proposition
more strictly. For each i-th particle from the new model,
one finds the old model j-th particle with minimum value
of |rnewi − roldj |. Here rnewi is the radius–vector of the i-th
particle in the new model, as well as roldj is the same value
of the j-th particle in the old model. Then one takes as the
velocity of the i-th particle in the new model the velocity of
the j-th particle from the old model.
However, this simple algorithm has one essential defect.
If the numbers of particles in old and new models are the
same then only about one half of the particles in old model
participate in the velocity transfer. The reason is that many
old model particles have a few particles in new model which
they will transfer the velocities to. At the same time, al-
most one half of particles in old model do not transfer their
velocities at all. This means that a significant information
on the velocity distribution will be lost at the transfer pro-
cess. Therefore the noise will grow, this is indeed observed
in numerical simulations. At least, one cannot construct a
N-body model close to equilibrium by the iterative method
described above, if one uses this transfer algorithm.
However, it is possible to modify the transfer scheme in
order to overcome this failure. Let’s describe our improved
algorithm. An input parameter of this algorithm is a “num-
ber of neighbors” nnb. For each particle in old model, we
introduce the parameter nuse that is a number of uses of
this particle for velocity copying. At the beginning of trans-
fer procedure, we assume nuse = 0 for each particle in old
model. Then we consider all particles in new model. For each
particle from new model, we find the nearest nnb neighbors
in old model (in this case, the closeness is understood as
minimum distance between the particles in old model and
a point where the particle of interest from new model is
placed). Then we reveal a subgroup of particles which have
a minimum nuse among these nnb neighbors, and among
this subgroup we find the particle that is the closest one to
the new model particle position. We prescribe to the new
model particle the velocity of the found particle from the
old model. Also we add the unit to the parameter nuse of
this old model particle.
Let’s note that this algorithm comes to the previous
one if nnb = 1. As we mentioned above, the defect of this
algorithm is that only one half of particles take part in the
velocity distribution transfer. If we take nnb = 10, then only
a small fraction (a few percents) of old model particles do
not take part in the transfer process. As a sequence, using
this improved transfer method in the iterative procedure
gives fine results in sense that the constructed models are
close to the equilibrium.
In this method, one can take into account what the
galactic models under study are axisymmetric. It’s enough
to re-determine a definition of the distance between the
particles. Namely one can search for the nearest particles
in two-dimensional space Rz instead of three-dimensional
space XY Z. In this case, one should transfer the velocities
in cylindrical coordinates in order to remove any dependence
on azimuthal angle. Such a way guarantees that constructed
model has the axisymmetric velocity distribution. We use
this way when constructing Galactic stellar disk model (see
below).
Let’s note that this way of velocity transfer is universal,
and it might be applied in the systems with arbitrary geom-
etry. The galactic disk models constructed by this way are
close to the equilibrium, but partially due to this circum-
stance, the method has a small drawback. The iterations
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converge much more slowly than the ones in the mentioned
above method based on the Schwarzschild velocity distribu-
tion. A reason of so slow convergence is that even intermedi-
ate models are rather close to the equilibrium, so the models
are slightly changing during one iteration, and the iterations
converge slowly.
3.2.3 Different Ways of System Evolution Simulations
Let’s discuss one more way to modify the iterative method.
In general algorithm of the iterative procedure, there is the
item 2, where the model is allowed to evolve at a short
time scale. This means that one needs to simulate the self-
consistent N-body disk evolution during rather short time in
the field of external potential Φext. However, there is another
possibility. Instead of simulating the self-consistent dynam-
ical evolution of N-body system, one can simulate the mo-
tions of N massless test particles in regular galactic potential
Φdisk + Φext, where Φdisk is the disk potential correspond-
ing to the density ρdisk. Let’s note that simulation of the
system of N test particles in a rigid potential is much less
cumbersome than simulation of the self-consistent N-body
system.
At the first glance, both methods have to give practi-
cally the same results, because initial stellar disk has the
density profile ρdisk that creates the potential Φdisk. One
expects that the iterations converge to an equilibrium state.
Therefore in the self-consistent case, the disk at the late
stages of the iterative process will be close to the equilib-
rium and will not strongly change its density profile during
the single iteration (especially, because we follow the evolu-
tion during a short time scale).
However, the iterative methods using these two modes
of calculations may lead to essentially different results for
the same initial disk states (see below).
3.2.4 Comparison of Different Realizations of Iterative
Method
Thus, we have two ways of velocity distribution transfer.
The first one is based on calculations of the velocity distri-
bution moments and assumption on Schwarzschild velocity
distribution (hereafter we refer to this way as SCH). The
second one is based on prescribing to the particles in new
model the same velocities as those of the nearest particles
from the old model (hereafter we refer to this way as NB).
Also we have two ways of the system simulations. The
first one is the self-consistent simulation of the N-body grav-
itating system evolution (hereafter we refer to this approach
as Nbody). The second one is calculation of massless parti-
cle orbits in the regular potential Φdisk +Φext (hereafter we
refer to this approach as Orbit).
As a result, we have four different versions of the iter-
ative method: Nbody.SCH, Nbody.NB, Orbit.SCH, and Or-
bit.NB. Our task is to choose among them the method we
shall use for constructing Galactic stellar disk phase model.
The Nbody.SCH and Orbit.SCH approaches give the
similar models. The models constructed by the Orbit.SCH
approach are slightly closer to the equilibrium than the ones
constructed by the Nbody.SCH approach. Moreover, as we
have alreagy noted, the Orbit.SCH approach is much more
economic. Therefore in further, we shall consider the only
Orbit.SCH approach among these two.
We will show in Section 4 that the Orbit.NB approach
gives probably non-physical models. However, the fact of
such “strange” equilibrium models existence is of interest, it
gives a food for thought (see Section 4 for details).
Then we need to choose among two approaches:
Nbody.NB and Orbit.SCH. Our test simulations have shown
the following. The models of rather hot disks constructed
by both these approaches are similar. The only exception
is that the models constructed by the Nbody.NB approach
are slightly closer to the equilibrium. But the models of cold
disks are significantly different. In particular, this concerns
to the Galactic stellar disk models. Moreover, the models
constructed by the Nbody.NB approach are close to the
equilibrium, whereas the ones constructed by the Orbit.SCH
approach are rather far from the equilibrium. Therefore we
can conclude that the Orbit.SCH approach is not applica-
ble for constructing the equilibrium models of cold stellar
disks. Moreover, from methodical point of view, it is more
correct to use the NB transfer approach, because here we do
not make any a priori assumptions concerning the velocity
distribution form (in differ from the SCH way).
Thus we shall use the Nbody.NB approach for con-
structing the phase models of Galactic stellar disk (see Sec-
tion 5).
3.2.5 Technical Comments
Let’s note a few important technical details.
In the iterative method, there is one parameter — the
time interval ti of each iteration. This is the time interval
which the system evolves at each iteration during. How to
choose the value of ti? This time should not be too small,
because in this case the system has no time to evolve dur-
ing one iteration step. On the other hand, this time should
not be to big. At least, this time should be much shorter
than the typical times of different instabilities development.
Otherwise these instabilities may change the system essen-
tially. We cannot suggest any strict criterion for choosing ti.
We have chosen this value from numerical simulations. Our
simulations have shown what if we take ti within reasonable
limits (not too small and not too big), then the constructed
models are the same (within the noise limits). Of course,
this is valid when we use the model with the same Lz (see
Section 3.2.1). In any case, the basic test of every method
to construct the equilibrium models would be a numerical
check that this model is close to the equilibrium.
We have used the following modification of the iterative
method in several simulations. We have no taken a fixed iter-
ation time, but chosen this time randomly within the range
(0, tmaxi ). If one makes the iterations with the fixed step ti,
then the following situation may occur in principle. The iter-
ations could converge to an artificial non-equilibrium state
when the model has strong changes in intermediate times
within one iteration, however in the end of iteration, it has
the same state as in the beginning of the iteration. Another
situation is also possible when the model has the jumps from
one state to another one, i.e. the oscillations between two
states occur. The random choice of the iteration step allows
to avoid such situations. But if we consider the Nbody.NB
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approach, then the models with fixed and random iteration
step give practically the same models in output.
Also in many our simulations, we used the following way
in order to decrease the CPU time. Initially, we make the
iterations with a low accuracy (e.g., using a less number N
of bodies) and then gradually increase the accuracy up to
necessary limit. This scheme was used in all simulations of
Section 5.
In all our N-body simulations (self-consistent
scheme), we used the TREE code (Barnes & Hut
1986) and a few other codes from the NEMO package
(http://astro.udm.edu/nemo; Teuben 1995). We used our
original codes to simulate the motions of particles in the
rigid potential.
4 NON-PHYSICAL MODELS. HYPOTHESIS
ON UNIQUENESS
4.1 Models Constructed by Orbit.NB Approach
One special feature of the iterative Orbit.NB approach is
that usually at the fixed ρdisk(R, z), Φext(R, z), and Lz, the
essentially different models are constructed due to the iter-
ations. Although, all other versions of the iterative method
give the similar (in limits of the noise) final models at the
fixed value of Lz. Other important feature of this approach
is that the velocity distributions of the final models are
strongly different from the Schwarzschild one. We consider
this fact below in more detail.
Let’s consider a model constructed by the Orbit.NB ap-
proach. We take the FSLC density model (see Section 2.1),
i.e. the disk density ρdisk is taken from the FSLC model,
and the rigid potential Φext is generated by all FSLC model
components, except the disk. The disk density is adopted
as zero at R > Rmax = 30 kpc or |z| > zmax = 10 kpc.
We take the cold initial model where all particles move
along the circular orbits. We have made 1000 iterations
for N = 200, 000. Then we have made 100 iterations for
N = 500, 000. The integration step was taken dt = 0.5 Myr.
A number of neighbors for the velocity distribution transfer
was taken nnb = 100. We used a scheme with randomized
iteration time (see Section 3.2.5) with tmaxi = 100 Myr. Dur-
ing the iterative process, we have fixed the angular momen-
tum Lz = 6.412 · 1013 M⊙ kpc km s−1. Let’s note that in
all simulations, we have used the following system of units:
gravity constant G = 1, length unit ur = 1 kpc, time unit
ut = 1 Myr. In this system of units, the chosen value is
Lz = 0.295 (hereafter we indicate the parameter Lz in this
system of units). Hereafter we shall refer to this model as
FSLC.O. We consider only this concrete model, however we
can emphasize what the strongly different models may be
constructed by the Orbit.NB approach at the fixed Lz, if we
take different initial models.
In addition to the constructed FSLC.O model, we
consider its changes during further dynamical evolution.
The parameters of simulation are taken as following: num-
ber of bodies N = 100 000, integration time step dt =
0.04 Myr, softening length ǫ = 0.025 kpc. Two last pa-
rameters were chosen according to recommendations of
Rodionov & Sotnikova (2005).
The radial profiles for four moments of v¯ϕ, σR, σϕ, and
Figure 2. Dependences of v¯ϕ, σR, σϕ, and σz on R in the
FSLC.O model constructed by the Orbit.NB method.
σz of the velocity distribution are shown in Fig. 2. We can see
that the profiles of v¯ϕ, σR, and σϕ have the unusual forms.
They have various peaks and hollows. It seemed that such
complicated system cannot be stable. However, the FSLC.O
model is close to the equilibrium! When we have followed
its evolution, it turned out that the constructed model con-
serves structural and dynamical parameters very well (see
Fig. 3).
The interesting question arises in connection with the
FSLC model equilibrium: how the moments of the velocity
distribution satisfy to the equilibrium Jeans equations (see

































Here Φtot = Φdisk + Φext. Fig. 4 shows the radial profiles
of v¯ϕ, σϕ, and σz from the FSLC.O model and from the
Jeans equations (9) (see also RS06). It is seen that the model
follow the Jeans equations very well. This is unexpected fact,
especially taking into account so unusual moment profiles.
Another important feature of the FSLC.O model is that
the velocity distribution in this model is rather far from the
Schwarzschild one. The velocity distributions in solar neigh-
borhood (near R = 8 kpc) are shown in Fig. 5. Initially, both
radial and azimuthal velocity distributions are far from the
Gaussians. Although, such unusual distributions are more
or less equilibrium. At least, it is conserved during initial
stages of the evolution. However, these distributions are un-
stable, and they change substantially after about 500 Myr.
After about 1 Gyr, the distributions are smoothed and tend
to the Gaussians.
Above we have discussed the self-consistent evolution
of the FSLC.O model. But it is interesting to examine a
non-self-consistent evolution of this model, i.e. to calculate
the evolution of N test particles in total potential of the
FSLC model. As it was expected the model practically has
no changed during such “evolution” (at least on the time
scale 10 Gyr). In particular, the density profile and non-
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Figure 3. Initial evolutionary stages for the constructed FSLC.O model. The upper snapshots show the disk views on-face in a few
moments of time (0, 100, 200, 300, and 400 Myr); the grey intensities correspond to the logarithms of particle numbers in the pixels.
Middle and low panels show various disk parameter dependences on cylindrical radius R for different moments of time. Here n is the
number of particles in concentric cylindrical layers; 2z1/2 is twice median of the value |z| (it is a parameter of the disk thickness, see
Sotnikova & Rodionov 2006); v¯ϕ, σR, σϕ, σz are four moments of the velocity distribution.
Schwarzschild velocity distribution have no changed. Thus,
it shows again that this non-Schwarzschid velocity distribu-
tion is equilibrium.
All models constructed using the Orbit.NB approach
have the following properties. They are close to the equilib-
rium. Also the velocity distributions in the models are the
non-Schwarzschild ones and may have various forms. How-
ever, the velocity distributions tend to the Schwarzschild
one during the dynamical evolution at time scale of 1 Gyr.
Thus, although these models are close to the equilibrium,
but they are probably non-physical because of their non-
Schwarzschild velocity distributions. The arguments are as
follows:
• The velocity distribution of the stars in solar neigh-
borhood is similar to the Schwarzschild one (see, e.g.,
Binney & Merrifield 1998).
• The constructed non-Schwarzschild velocity distribu-
tions are almost equilibrium, but unstable. Always, the ve-
locity distributions tend to the Schwarzschild one during the
evolution.
• In the models constructed using the Nbody.NB ap-
proach, the final velocity distributions are close to the
Schwarzschild one (see Fig. 6). Let’s note that the Nbody.NB
and Orbit.NB approaches differ only by the method of evo-
lution simulations in the iterations (see Section 3.2.3).
Generally speaking, we could assume that such unusual
non-Schwarzschild velocity distributions may survive only
in “hothouse” conditions of the Orbit.NB approach because
the evolution simulation in this approach is carried out non-
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Figure 4. Comparison of the velocity distribution moment profiles from the Jeans equation solutions and the FSLC.O model. All
moments for the disk were calculated inside the region |z| < 0.1 kpc. Left panel: solid line corresponds to the value v¯ϕ for the model,
dashed line corresponds the same value calculated from the Jeans equation (the first equation of the system (9)), where the values σR
and σϕ were taken from the model. Middle panel: solid line corresponds to the value σϕ for the model, dashed line corresponds the
same value calculated from the Jeans equation (the second equation of the system (9)), where the values v¯ϕ and σR were taken from
the model. Right panel: solid line corresponds to the value σz for the model, dashed line corresponds the same value calculated from the
Jeans equation (the third equation of the system (9)).
self-consistently (see Section 3.2.3). When the conditions are
more or less close to realistic (as in the Nbody.NB approach),
such distributions are smoothed and gradually converge to
the Schwarzschild distribution.
4.2 Uniqueness Hypothesis
In RS06, the authors have formulated a hypothesis on
uniqueness: not more than one equilibrium model (one equi-
librium distribution function) may exist at the fixed density
ρdisk(R, z) and potential Φext(R, z) and the fixed kinetic en-
ergy fraction of residual motions (e.g. fixed angular momen-
tum Lz).
Now we can say that in such form the hypothesis is false.
We can construct by the Orbit.NB approach as much as we
want equilibrium models at the same ρdisk(R, z), Φext(R, z)
and fixed Lz. But, although these models are close to the
equilibrium, probably they have no any relation to the actual
stellar systems.
At the same time, the models constructed by the
Nbody.NB approach are the same (within the noise level)
for arbitrary initial state at the same ρdisk(R, z), Φext(R, z)
and fixed Lz. Moreover, the velocity distributions in con-
structed models are always close to the Schwarzschild one.
Resting on this fact and probable non-physical character of
the Orbit.NB models, one can formulate a hypothesis that
the “physical” disks in equilibrium state are unique. This
hypothesis could be formulated as follows. When the func-
tions ρdisk(R, z) and Φext(R, z) are fixed and a fraction of
the kinetic energy in the residual motions is also fixed (e.g.,
the value of angular momentum Lz is fixed), not more than
one physical model in the equilibrium state may exist. Un-
der physical model of stellar disk we suppose that such a
disk can exist in reality.
5 PHASE MODELS OF GALACTIC STELLAR
DISK
5.1 Choice of the Model among the Family of
Models
For the Milky Way Galaxy model construction, we use the
Nbody.NB approach (see Section 3.2). Using this method,
one can construct the family of models at the fixed func-
tions ρdisk(R, z) and Φext(R, z). This is one-parametric fam-
ily, and the parameter is the fraction of kinetic energy of
residual motions (in other words, the disk “heat” degree).
In our approach, this parameter is the value of Lz. Let’s
emphasize that using the Nbody.NB approach, when we fix
the value of Lz we obtain the same models (within the noise
level) independently on the initial state.
A family of the N-body models for the FSLC density
model is shown in Fig. 7 as an example. The parameters of
the models are given below. One can put a question: How
to choose the best fitted model among the family? We have
the comparatively reliable kinematic Galactic parameters in
the solar neighborhood (see, e.g., Binney & Merrifield 1998;
Dehnen & Binney 1998b). So it is reasonable to use them
for model choosing. One needs to choose any one parameter
which, on the one hand, is well known in the solar neighbor-
hood, and on the other hand, does strongly depend on the
disk “heat”. In other words, this value has to strongly de-
pend on the value Lz . E.g., the velocity ellipsoid parameters
v¯ϕ, σR, σϕ, and σz are rather well known. The value σz is
not suitable, because it does not depend on Lz (see Fig. 7
and RS06). The value v¯ϕ is also badly suitable, because it
weakly depends on Lz for cold models (see Fig. 7). A choice
among two values σR and σϕ is rather arbitrary. We prefer
the value σR for the model choosing.
There are various estimates of the value σR in differ-
ent papers. We have chosen the value σR = 35 km s
−1 that
was estimated using an extrapolation to the zero heliocen-
tric distance (see Orlov et al. 2006). Also we adopted the
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Figure 5. The velocity distributions for the FSLC.O model at a few moments of times (0, 100, 200, 600, and 1000 Myr). The region
of the disk within the range 7.5 kpc < R < 8.5 kpc is considered. Left column: two-dimensional velocity distribution (abscissa is radial
velocity vR, ordinate is azimuthal velocity vϕ), the grey intensities correspond to the numbers of particles which have the velocities
in corresponding pixels. Middle column: one-dimensional distribution of the velocity vR. Right column: one-dimensional distribution of
the velocity vϕ. In the middle and right columns, the solid lines show the model distributions, and the dashed lines correspond to the
Gaussians which parameters (mean and dispersion) were taken from the models.
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Figure 6. The distributions of radial and azimuthal velocities in the solar neighborhood in the models which were constructed using
the Nbody.NB approach. We consider the disk region of 7.5 kpc < R < 8.5 kpc. Left panels: the distributions of radial velocities. Right
panels: the distributions of azimuthal velocities. The upper pictures were constructed for the FSLC.N model, and the lower ones for the
DB2.N model. A description of both models is given in Section 5.2. The solid lines show the model distributions, and the dashed lines
correspond to the Gaussians which parameters (mean and dispersion) were taken from the models.
solar distance from Galactic center as R0 = 8 kpc (see, e.g.,
Nikiforov 2004; Avedisova 2005).
As a result, we have chosen the model whose ra-
dial velocity dispersion in the solar neighborhood is about
35 kms−1. As the solar neighborhood, we have chosen the
region 7.9 kpc < R < 8.1 kpc and |z| < 0.1 kpc.
5.2 Models FSLC.N and DB2.N
We have considered two families of stellar disk models con-
structed for two Galaxy density models (FSLC and DB2).
The families of phase models were constructed by the
Nbody.NB approach. From every family, we have chosen a
stellar disk model that corresponds to the Galaxy disk in
the solar neighborhood (in terms of the radial velocity dis-
persion). Hereafter we refer to these models as FSLC.N and
DB2.N.
The family of models for the FSLC density model is
shown in Fig. 7. It was constructed by the following way.
We have taken as ρdisk the disk density distribution from
the FSLC model, and as Φext the potential made by all
FSLC model components, except the disk. The disk den-
sity was adopted equal to zero at R > Rmax = 30 kpc or
|z| > zmax = 10 kpc. We have taken initial cold model where
the particle orbits are circular. Four iteration sets with in-
creasing accuracies were made consequently. The parameters
of the sets are shown in Table 3. A number of neighbors in
the velocity distribution transfer is nnb = 10. The time of
one iteration is ti = 50 Myr. The FSLC.N model was con-
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Figure 7. The family of phase models constructed using the Nbody.NB approach for the FSLC density model. For each model, we show
dependences of v¯ϕ, σR, σϕ, and σz on R. The moments were calculated in cylindrical layers inifinite along the z-axis. In the upper left
panel, we show the circular velocity curve by the thick solid line. Models constructed for Lz = 0.302, 0.3, 0.29, 0.28, 0.27 are represented
here. The model with Lz = 0.302 is the FSLC.N model corresponding to the Galaxy stellar disk.
Table 3. The parameters of four iteration sets for the family of
models constructed using the Nbody.NB approach for the FSLC
and DB2 density models. Here nit is the number of iterations,
N is the number of bodies, dt is the integration step, ǫf is the
softening length for FSLC model, ǫd is the softening length for
DB2 model. For choosing the softeing length we have used the
recommendations of Rodionov & Sotnikova (2005).
nit N dt, Myr ǫf , kpc ǫd, kpc
500 20,000 1 0.04 0.04
200 100,000 0.5 0.02 0.02
100 500,000 0.5 0.02 0.01
5 500,000 0.05 0.02 0.01
structed for the angular momentum Lz = 0.302 (this value
is given in our system of units described in Section 4.1).
The family of models for the DB2 density model, in par-
ticular the DB2.N model, was constructed by the following
way. The density of the thin stellar disk in the DB2 model
was taken as ρdisk, and the potential made by all compo-
nents, except the thin stellar disk, was taken as Φext. The
disk density at R > Rmax = 30 kpc or |z| > zmax = 10 kpc
was adopted equal to zero. This is the same condition as in
the FSLC model. Here we have also taken the cold initial
model with the circular orbits. Four sets of iterations were
also carried out. The parameters of these sets are shown
in Table 3. We have adopted the parameters nnb = 10,
ti = 50 Myr. The DB2.N model was constructed for the
angular momentum Lz = 0.1595 (this value is also given in
our system of units described in Section 4.1).
The radial profiles of the velocity distribution moments
for the FSLC.N and DB2.N models are shown in Fig. 8.
Let’s consider the profiles of σR and σϕ. In the central parts
of the models, these profiles are strongly different. This is
caused by the more massive and concentrated bulge in the
FSLC.N model with respect to the DB2.N one (see Fig. 1
in Section 2). However, the profiles of σR and σϕ for both
models are similar beginning from about 2− 3 kpc. This is
observed in spite of essential difference between initial den-
sity models. In particular, one can observe a rather differ-
ent disk contribution in the whole mass and rotation curve.
Fig. 8 also shows that the profiles of σz are rather differ-
ent. However, let’s note that the value of σz in any point is
defined by the only density distribution. This fact is a con-
sequence of the last Jeans equation (9). On the other hand,
our phase models satisfy to the Jeans equations very well.
Therefore, the differences in the σz profiles are explained by
the differences in the density models.
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Figure 8. The dependences of four velocity distribution moments v¯ϕ, σR, σϕ, and σz on the cylindrical radius R for the FSLC.N and
DB2.N models. The moments were calculated in cylindrical layers inifinite along the z-axis.
Initial stages of the evolution for the FSLC.N and
DB2.N models are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Both models
conserve the structural and dynamical parameters at the
early stages of the evolution very well. Therefore both mod-
els are close to the equilibrium.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In our paper, we have discussed the problem of construction
of the equilibrium Galactic stellar disk model. We used some
modifications of the iterative method suggested in RS06.
This approach allows to construct the phase models which
are close to the equilibrium and have a fixed density profile.
We have considered two modifications of this method.
A core of the iterative method is an algorithm of veloc-
ity distribution function transfer. In RS06, the authors used
the velocity distribution function transfer based on the as-
sumption that the velocity distribution is the Schwarzschild
one (the SCH approach).
Here we have suggested another more simple and uni-
versal method of velocity distribution transfer. The basic
idea of our new approach is as follows. We prescribe to the
new model particles the velocities of such particles from the
old model which are the nearest ones to these new model
particles. We name this method as the NB approach.
The general iterative algorithm suggested in RS06 con-
tains an item 2 (see Section 3.1), where the possibility to
evolve during a short time is given to a model. This means
that one needs to simulate the self-consistent evolution of N
gravitating particles (the Nbody mode). Here we consider
one more possibility. Instead of the self-consistent N-body
system evolution, one can calculate the motions of N test
zero-mass particles in the whole fixed system potential. Here
we name such mode as Orbit.
As a result, we have four modifications of the itera-
tive method: Nbody.SCH, Nbody.NB, Orbit.SCH, and Or-
bit.NB. The Nbody.SCH, Nbody.NB, and Orbit.SCH ap-
proaches (all approaches, except Orbit.NB) have the follow-
ing feature. If one holds the functions ρdisk and Φext then
one can construct an one-parameter family of the models.
The parameter of this family is the fraction of kinetic energy
of residual motions (i.e. the model “heat”). In other words,
the iterations give the same (in the limits of noise) models at
the same ρdisk, Φext, and Lz independently on initial model.
However, the Orbit.NB mode has no such feature. One
can construct a set of various models at the same fixed
ρdisk, Φext, and Lz. E.g., if one starts the iterative process
from different realizations of cold model with circular orbits
then one will have different model in each output. All mod-
els constructed using the Orbit.NB approach have two spe-
cific features. Firstly, those are near to the equilibrium (see
Fig. 3). Secondly, the velocity distributions in these models
are rather far from the Schwarzschild one (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 9. Initial evolution stages of the FSLC.N model. The same values are shown as in Fig. 3. We have made the evolution simulation
using the following parameters: number of bodies N = 100 000, integration step dt = 0.04 Myr, softening length ǫ = 0.025 kpc. Two last
parameters were chosen according to recommendations of Rodionov & Sotnikova (2005).
We suppose that the models constructed by the Or-
bit.NB approach are non-physical. We give three arguments
in favour of this statement. Firstly, the velocity distribution
in the solar neighborhood is similar to the Schwarzschild
one. Secondly, although the non-Schwarzschild velocity dis-
tributions constructed in the Orbit.NB approach are close
to the equilibrium, they are unstable. Moreover, they tend
to the Schwarzschild velocity distribution during the further
evolution. Thirdly, always the models constructed using the
Nbody.NB approach have the almost Schwarzschild velocity
distributions. Therefore the non-Schwarzschild velocity dis-
tributions may “survive” only in the “hothouse” conditions
of the Orbit.NB approach.
Although the Orbit.NB approach gives probably non-
physical models, the fact of such “exotic”almost equilibrium
models existence is of interest. In particular, this fact dis-
proves the uniqueness hypothesis formulated in RS06. This
hypothesis (see RS06) states that not more than one equi-
librium model may exist at the fixed ρdisk, Φext, and Lz.
However this is false. Using the Orbit.NB approach, one can
construct an infinite set of the equilibrium models at the
same ρdisk, Φext, and Lz .
We have formulated an uniqueness hypothesis for the
“physical” models of stellar disks in equilibrium: Not more
than one equilibrium and “physical” model of stellar disk
may exist at the fixed ρdisk, Φext, and the fraction of kinetic
energy containing in residual motions (e.g., at the fixed value
of Lz). In this case, the term “physical” means that such-
like model could be realized in actual conditions. The basic
feature of such “physical” models is that the velocity distri-
bution is the almost Schwarzschild one2.
2 We use the term the almost Schwarzschild because the ex-
actly Schwarzschild velocity distribution could not be realized
in actual galaxies due to at least the particles having positive
individual energies (one has to reject such particles).
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Figure 10. Initial evolution stages of the DB2.N model. The same values are shown as in Fig. 3. We have made the evolution simulation
using the following parameters: number of bodies N = 100 000, integration step dt = 0.04 Myr, softening length ǫ = 0.015 kpc. Two last
parameters were chosen according to recommendations of Rodionov & Sotnikova (2005).
A comparison of three remaining approaches
Nbody.SCH, Nbody.NB, and Orbit.SCH gives the fol-
lowing. If we construct the models of comparatively hot
disks, then the models constructed by each of these
methods are rather similar. All these models are close
to the equilibrium state. However, if we construct the
models of relatively cold disks (in particular, such models
correspond to the disk of the Milky Way Galaxy), then the
ones constructed by the Nbody.NB mode do significantly
differ from the models constructed by the Nbody.SCH
and Orbit.SCH modes where one uses the SCH mode for
the velocity distribution transfer. Moreover, the models
constructed using the Nbody.NB approach are almost in the
equilibrium (see Section 5) whereas the ones constructed
using the Nbody.SCH and Orbit.SCH approaches are non-
equilibrium. Thus, we use the only Nbody.NB approach for
constructing the models of the Galactic stellar disk.
Using this approach, we have constructed
the phase equilibrium models of stellar Galac-
tic disk for the FSLC and DB2 density mod-
els (see Flynn, Sommer-Larsen & Christensen 1996;
Dehnen & Binney 1998a). Also we have shown that both
models are in almost equilibrium. In the future we are going
to construct the self-consistent multicomponent galactic
models using the modified Nbody.NB approach.
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